
We are
combining two of
our technologies!

How to save time, maximize production capacity
and make hard physical work easier? 

This initial idea led to a combination of two 
of our technologies – our cross-cut saw and
vacuum manipulator.

And it‘s a stunner!

We are very excited about how
well this combination works
and how fast it is. 
 
See for yourselves…



Vacuum manipulator 
SM-VM01

It will make the hard physical work of 
operators easier. It utilizes a vacuum for 
transporting the material, thus allowing 

for safe and reliable handling even those 
materials that are not of the highest 
quality. It is an ideal universal lifting 

device for the optimal automation of 
your production, which guarantees high 
accuracy and precise material handling.



The entire system complies with CE pursuant
to the strictest work safety regulations.

 
The design of the system is almost 

maintenance-free and not susceptible 
to wear and tear.

Cross-cut saw
KP 900 Easy Cut

It is designed for pallet production 

companies engaged in pallet cutting that 

place maximum emphasis on automation 

and production yield. The saw logically 

knows all the entered dimensions, which 

are configured in the corresponding 

program for custom production. It thus 

makes logistics and material handling 

easier and also saves manpower.



 The machine is equipped with 
software that is easy to use thanks to 
comprehensive and effective graphics.

 
Improved daily performance
compared to manual cutting. 

 

Easy operation thanks to the unique 
structure of the machine cover,

high accuracy cuts.

„Every machine that 
we make has a specific 

mission, certain 
message, and that

is our vision.“



An amazing combination of two of 
our technologies with maximum 
production capacity per shift.

+
+

+
+

What are the benefits
of this combination?

 Automatic material feed
to the cross-cut saw using a vacuum manipulator
(replacing the hard physical work of operators).

Automatic pallet cutting
based on the selected program

(eliminating operator errors).

 Increased production capacity thanks to 
automation (without unnecessary delays).

 Connection to an office PC, option to control 
the progress of work, remote administration for 

modifying processed material.
 

The output conveyor belt of the cross-cut
saw KP 900 Easy Cut works on the principle of 

electronic length measurements and sorts material 
into boxes based on the entered dimensions.

 
Many options for adjusting the system

to your current and future needs. +



By combining these two 
technologies, we meet
production automation 

requirements.

We save manpower
and time by lifting and
handling heavy loads.



STÖRI MANTEL s.r.o.

U Trati 2620 (Tesla industrial complex)

756 61 Rožnov pod Radhoštěm

Czech Republic

http://www.stoerimantel.com
https://www.instagram.com/stoerimantel_woodmachinery/
https://www.facebook.com/stoerimantel/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/stori-mantel/
https://twitter.com/StoriMantel
https://www.youtube.com/user/stoerimantel/
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